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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, finding frequent itemsets is the major task in association rule mining and it determines the overall performance of mining association rules. Once the frequent itemsets are found, the other step of mining association rules is not much costly to generate rules which represent interesting relationships between the mined frequent itemsets.
There have been many different algorithms proposed for the field of frequent itemsets mining [1] [2] [3] [4] . Goethals [1] analyzed and compared the most successful algorithms, then tested them with experiments. [2] reviewed the efficient algorithms and recent developments in sequential frequent itemsets mining by considering additional dimension of time. By relaxing the support definition, [3] presented two new algorithms for finding approximate frequent itemsets in imperfect transaction database. [4] summarized the most representative algorithms in mining frequent itemsets over uncertain databases and proposed a novel algorithm based on some new findings. All these algorithms can be categorized as variants or extensions of one of three different base algorithms, Apriori [5] , FP-growth [6] and Eclat [7] . The Apriori algorithm works by eliminating most large candidate sets in the way of looking first at small sets and recognizing the large sets which can not be frequent unless all its subsets are. Various improvements to the basic Apriori algorithm concentrate on reducing the number of scans over the database and reducing the size of the candidate k-itemsets. The well-known FP-growth algorithm compresses the database of frequent items into a frequent pattern tree, which retains useful itemset association information. It divides the compressed database into a set of conditional database; each associated with one frequent pattern fragment, and then mines each database separately. The improvements of basic FP-tree concentrate on decreasing excess overhead in constructing many conditional FP-Trees, because its weakness reduces the performance of FP-Growth algorithm as the patterns get longer and/or the support level gets lower. The Eclat algorithm is an acronym of equivalence class clustering and bottom up lattice traversal. In Eclat, frequent items are generated by intersecting the tid-lists of all distinct pairs of atoms and checking the cardinality of resulting tid-list. A recursive procedure is called when those itemsets at the current level are found to be frequent. This process is repeated until all frequent itemsets have been enumerated. Without much pruning in Apriori or FP-growth algorithm, the run time of Eclat increases exponentially with a larger number of transactions which drops off the performance of Eclat algorithm eventually.
Based on previous work [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , in this paper, we propose some improvements to the traditional Eclat algorithm. During the transaction caching, a special tree structure is used according to the descending order of support in order to keep storage efficient, while during the candidates generation phrase, each class (sub-lattice) is processed corresponding to a ascending order of support, with the aim to reduce the redundant steps as much as possible. Based on these ideas, we have designed a new algorithm for mining frequent itemsets called bidirectional process strategy for Eclat algorithm. Experiments have been conducted to study the performance of Bi-Eclat and compared it with traditional Eclat algorithm. Our new bidirectional process strategy is found to outperform on the given public databases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section, we define relevant terms and review several principles. In Section III, we summarize the drawbacks in traditional Eclat algorithm and describe the main idea of our new strategy. In Section IV, the improved algorithm on Eclat is presented and described. We then experimentally validate our approach on real and synthetic datasets in Section V and section VI. At the end of the paper, conclusions and our future work are presented.
II. CONCEPTION
Items and Support Count Let I={i 1 ,i 2 ,...,i max } be the set of all items. Any subset X ∈ P(I) of I is called an itemset. Let Ґ ⊆ P(I) be a multiset of itemsets, called transaction database, and its elements T={t 1 ,t 2 ,...,t n } ∈ Ґ is called transactions. Each transaction t i contains a subset of items chosen from I. An itemset consisting of k items is called a k-itemset. A useful property of itemsets is the support count, which is the number of transactions containing a special itemset. The support count Sup(X) of an itemset X can be expressed mathematically as follows [13] :
Support determines how often a rule is applicable to a given data set and we say an itemset is frequent if its support count is equal to or bigger than the given integer called minimum support threshold (min_sup).
lexicographic order Most frequent itemset mining algorithms as Apriori [5] and Eclat [7] use a lexicographical order on the items I and the itemsets P(I) to prevent candidate item sets be checked two times for support count. With itemsets X, Y ∈ P(I), the lexicographic order on I uniquely determines a total order on P(I), which is stated mathematically as θ is a sub-lattice of P. Apriori property All nonempty subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent. As a corollary, we get that all supersets of an infrequent itemset are infrequent [15] .
In order to improve the efficiency of generating frequent itemsets, the Apriori property is usually used to prune the search space.
III. THE IMPROVEMENT ON TRADITIONAL ECLAT
A vertical tid-list of database format was created by Zaki in Eclat algorithm [7] , where all frequent itemsets can be enumerated via simple tid-list intersection. Furthermore, the lattice theory and prefix-based approach are introduced to split the original search space (lattic) into small sub-lattice. Finally, the bottom-up search strategy is applied to enumerate the frequent itemsets within each sub-lattice corresponds to a reverse lexicographic order.
A. The Problem of the Eclat Algorithm
In Eclat algorithm, there is not clear boundary between the process of support count and candidate generation. Some possible drawbacks can be seen during the implementation:
• In Eclat algorithm, the computation is done by intersection of the Tid sets of the corresponding k-itemsets. However, the Tid sets may be quite long, which takes substantial memory space as well as much computation time for intersecting the long sets, thus stress the available main memory with increasing of length in frequent itemsets.
• In Eclat algorithm, the classes are solved from bottom to top, according to a reverse lexicographic order. Here, the information on support count is available and may play an important role in pruning, but Eclat algorithm does not make full use of the information in sorting to reduce the useless operation on itemsets which will be deleted in the supportbased pruning latter.
• Eclat algorithm does not take full advantage of Apriori property to reduce the number of candidate itemsets explored during frequent itemset generation. Therefore, the number of candidate itemsets generated in Eclat algorithm is much greater than that in Apriori algorithm. The situation gets worse for item sets with many dense and long patterns.
B. A Property on Support Count
Conjecture A subset with high support has more probability to become a part of the long frequent itemset; while a subset with low support count has less probability to become a part of the long frequent itemset.
Proof Let X ∈ P(I) be the itemset which is composed of some items in I. The items in X can be sorted in different order: X={x max ,x max-1 ,...,x 1 } means items in X sorted in descending order of support, while X={x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x max }(max≥2) means items in X sorted in ascending order of support.
For n=1: We consider sup({x 1 })≤sup({x 2 })≤sup({x max-1 })...≤sup({x max }) and X is a frequent itemset. Based on the Apriori or antimonotone principle, we get the comparison on support as follows:
sup({x max }∩{x max-1 })≤min(sup{x max },sup{x max-1 })≤ sup({x max-1 }) sup({x 1 }∩{x 2 })≤ min(sup{x 1 },sup{x 2 }) ≤ sup({x 1 }) Given sup({x 1 })≤ min_sup≤ sup({x max-1 }), item x max-1 is a frequent item while item x 1 is infrequent and should be pruned. For sup({x 1 })≤ sup({x max-1 }), it is likely that sup({x max-1 }) has more chance to satisfy the inequity of sup({x max-1 })≥min_sup. That is to say, item x max-1 has more chance to be a frequent item and used to generate the longer frequent itemsets. Thus with 1-item-extension of X, prefix x max-1 has more chance of becoming a part of the long frequent itemset.
To verify the inductive step, we assume the truth of n=k. X is a frequent (k-1)-itemset and y is a frequent item, then the items in X can be sorted in different order: X={x k-1 ,x k-2 ,...,x 1 } means items in X sorted in descending order of support, while X={x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x k-1 } means items in X sorted in ascending order of support. We get the kitemset with 1-item-extension of X:
. This assumption leads us to the following: with sup({x 1 
Based on the Apriori or anti-monotone principle, we get the comparison on support as follows:
∪ Considering the assumption of n=k, we have the inequity of sup({y 1 } X ∪ ) ≤ sup({x k } X ∪ ). Now given the min_sup which satisfies sup({y 1 
∪ , we can draw the conclusion that itemset {x k } X ∪ has the chance to be a frequent itemset while {y 1 
∪ has more chance to satisfy the inequity of sup({x k } X) ∪ ≥ min_sup. That is to say, as a frequent item, x k+1 has more chance to be used to generate the longer candidate itemsets. Thus with 1-itemextension of Y, prefix x k+1 has more chance of becoming a part of the long frequent itemset.
Consequently, we now know from the Principle of Mathematical Induction that the conjecture holds for 1-item-extension of frequent itemset.
With the similar proof, we can prove the same conclusion on generation of frequent k-itemset with the intersection of any two (k-1) subsets. Therefore, we get a property on support:
Property: A subset with high support has more probability to become a part of the long frequent itemset; while a subset with low support count has less probability to become a part of the long frequent itemset.
C. Support Counting
During support counting, in order to decide which candidates are contained in the given transactions, a part of the equivalence lattices have to be traversed. To reduce the number of unnecessarily visited atoms(items) to a low level, firstly we have to check if the transaction contains the least frequent item since it is likely to provide the strongest filtering among the candidate items, i.e., this is the item that is contained in the least amount of transactions. Next, the second least frequent item is advised to check, then the third, and so on. We expect the least amount of redundant checks and thus the best runtime, so we choose the order of items in the ascending order according to their supports.
Considering the influence of different orders on generation of frequent itemsets, based on the support property proved above, we know that frequent itemsets generation prefers ascending order of support to reduce candidate itemsets or intersecting operations. Therefore we use ascending order of support instead of lexicographic order in traditional Eclat during support counting. And the experiments proved its effectiveness in section V.
Our improvement benefits traditional Elcat algorithm at least in two ways: The first, based on the Apriori principle, our improvement on Eclat find infrequent itemsets as early as possible and prunes or deletes them since infrequent items can not become a part of any frequent itemset. Furthermore, with the ascending order of support in atoms of the sets, frequent subsets with low support are checked firstly, then we can cease the intersecting operation at the infrequent point and the rest redundant intersections are avoid, because the resulting itemset can not be frequent since part of the intersection is testified incompetent.
D. Transaction Caching
I/O and string to integer parsing costs are reduced if the transactions are stored in the main memory instead of disk. This technique is used in Eclat as well as other algorithms. In the implementation of traditional Eclat, the lexicographic order on items is usually used. However, based on the support property and the Apriori property, we learn that a subset with high support count has more probability to become a part of the long frequent itemset. Thus the intersecting operation on atoms with high support may be more than that on the atoms with low support. That is to say, atoms with high support may be visited more frequently than the atoms with low support in transaction cache. Therefore, we suppose that transaction cache requires descending order according to the frequencies in order to keep storage efficient. In this way can we get the fewer amount of comparisons and then the better running time.
In summary, descending order is good for the compactness and efficient store, while ascending order results in a fewer redundant in support counting. Therefore, transaction caching uses descending order according to the frequencies while ascending order of support is introduced during support count in our improvement. These two requirements can be satisfied at the same time. The items are recoded according to ascending order of supports, but the items are stored descending in tid-list after being inserted into the cache. Since the efficient support count requires the items of the transaction to be stored with ascending order, we simply reverse each transaction when it is retrieved from the cache.
IV. BI-ECLAT ALGORITHM Figure 1. Computing Support of Itemsets in Equivalence Classes
In this section, we describe the Bi-Eclat algorithm which is an improved algorithm based on traditional Eclat algorithm, and then we provide an example to illuminate the main idea of Bi-Eclat.
A.Bi-Eclat Algorithm
The Bi-Eclat algorithm consists of three steps as follows:
1) Identify each frequent item and sort the tid-list for atoms in descending order according to support count:
After a transformation from horizontal to vertical on-thefly, we scan the tid-list of items successively and incrementing the item's support for each entry. After the computation of support and comparison with the minimum support, we get the 1-frequent itemsets sorted in descending order of support.
2) Construct the equivalence class lattice and generate candidate itemsets: Begin with the set of atoms of class sorted in ascending order according to their supports, we construct the equivalence class lattice. Firstly, an itemset is generated as a union of subsets of the sets of atoms, and secondly its support is computed by intersection of tid-lists of atoms. In fact, by intersecting every two subsets with the length of k-1 in tid-list (Fig.1) , we get the supports of all k-itemsets in each class.
3) Prune the candidate itemsets and mine frequent itemsets:
We take advantage of the ascending order of support to delete infrequent items as well as reduce redundant intersection. Then our Bi-Eclat algorithm mines all frequent itemsets in the recursive procedure. With a breadth-first search, all frequent itemsets can be obtained in this way.
The main pseudo code for Bi-Eclat algorithm is given as follows:
Input 
B. An Example of Bi-Eclat
The Bi-Eclat algorithm is illustrated by the following example.
Consider an example of bookstore sales database shown on the left in Fig.2 . There are several different items {A,C,D,F,H,K,T,W}, and the database consists of six customers who bought books by these authors. The right in Fig.2 shows the tid-list for the atoms in our example database, which is a result of horizontal to vertical transformation and sorted in descending order according to frequencies.
As shown in Fig.1 , using the output of the first step, items with support below the min_sup in tid-list are skipped and atoms in the set are sorted in increasing order of support {D,T,A,W,C}(min_sup=2). We combine DT and DA to obtain the frequent itemset DTA. Then we extend it with the next pair DTW, to get DTAW.
The computation terminated before the intersecting operation with TW because sup({56} ∩ {245})=1<min_sup and DTW is infrequent. By contrast, we choose WATD (i.e. the same itemset as DTAW) as an opposite order and compute the supports.
The computation terminated before the following intersecting operation because sup({135} ∩ {245})=1<min_sup and {WTD} is infrequent. As we have seen, in the given four steps, at least two more redundant steps on intersection and comparison are saved by using ascending order according to support in the second step. In this section, we evaluate our Bi-Eclat algorithm by applying it on public databases. A. Data Sets Chosen in the Experiments
All of the experiments we performed ran on several databases with different characteristics. These databases are: the mushroom database contains different attributes of various species of mushrooms; the database of chess lists chess end game positions for king vs. King and rook; the accidents database contains each traffic accident that occurs with injured or deadly wounded casualties on a public road in Belgium for the period 1991-2000; the dataset of T40I10D100K and T10I4D100K were generated using the generator from the IBM Almaden Quest research group and the web click stream database of BMS-Webview-1 is from an e-commerce web site which contains several months worth of clicks stream data. All of the databases are publicly available at the Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations Repository [16] and some of their characters are listed below(showed in Table 1 .).
We selected different min_sup values and used them in each database. Results from different databases sometimes reveal similar performance on the algorithms, so only the most typical ones are shown in the figures below.
B. Enviroments of the Experiments
Tests were run on a PC with a 2.5 GHz Intel(R) core(TM) i5-2520M processor and 4 Gbytes of RAM. The operating system was Window 7 and ubuntu Linux 12.04.2.
Based on the present Eclat algorithm[17], we designed the improved Bi-Eclat algorithm and obtained the results, then described them with mapping software.
In the experiments, we used 3 different algorithms to test the effects of sorting on the performance. They are support order in Bi-Eclat algorithm, reverse support order in Bi-Eclat algorithm and the lexicographic order in traditional Eclat algorithm.
C. Experiments on Dense Database
At first, we used 3 different orders to test the effects on performance in the dense databases such as mushroom, chess and connect. The results are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 . With little difference in memory occupation, experimental results show that running time is dramatically affected by the sort used in algorithms: support count order in Bi-Eclat algorithm leads to the smallest running time, while reverse support count order in Bi-Eclat algorithm got the highest one. It conforms to our expectations at the beginning: sorted in descending order of support count is good for the compactness and efficient store; while ascending order results in fewer redundant steps in support counting.
D. Experiments on Moderate Database
We also performed several experiments on a moderate database of accidents. As can be seen from the figure (Fig.5) , Bi-Eclat algorithm gains much advantage in running time, though it is slighter than that in the databases of mushroom and connects. The same as before, From the results gained above, we can draw some possible reasons from the experiments. In the processing of support count, the ascending order is used to all frequent itemsets and the prefix, so the items at the beginning are frequent ones with lower supports than the items following. Therefore, the intersecting operation is done on (k-1) itemsets which have less probability to generate k frequent itemsets. After the least check steps, the support count is terminated as early as possible. On the contrary, when descending order of support is selected, we have to check many redundant items, at the same time further search is needed in finding frequent itemsets. Then the search will not be terminated as immediately as in the case of the ascending order and the redundant steps are generated.
E. Experiments on Sparse Database
On the sparse database of retail, T40I10D100K and T10I4D100K, the experimental results we got were dramatically different. As we have seen in Fig.6 and Fig.7 , on the dataset of T40I10D100K, our Bi-Eclat algorithm gains perfect performance in several points of support. However, on the dataset of T10I4D100K, the BiEclat algorithm loses the competition with reverse BiEclat algorithm at one or two points of support count. It may indicate that the Bi-Eclat algorithm is not stable in all of the sparse databases and it may not be suitable for special sparse database, which is the future research we will concentrate on.
VI. APPLICATION TO PRESCRIPTION MINING IN TCM
To demonstrate the practical usefulness of the Bi-Eclat algorithm, we applied it in research work of Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM) and analyzed the composing principles of prescriptions for Hepatitis B by frequent itemset mining, with the purpose to discover commonly used herbs, combination principles and core combinations of herds in prescriptions for treating Hepatitis B.
The Hepatitis B prescription database, there are 342 prescriptions selected from the historical clinical data as well as from the Dictionary of Chinese Medicine Prescription. In each prescription, some kinds of Chinese herbal medicine are listed according to TCM syndrome and TCM clinical diagnosis. In order to discover novel medicine pairs and find a group of medicines which are often used together in the same kind of prescription, we applied our Bi-Eclat algorithm. In order to do so, we converted each prescription into a transaction, such that each kind of Chinese herbal medicine is an item in the transaction. To tackle problems of representation inconsistency, all items of Chinese herbal medicine are standardized and identified by their IDs. This resulted in a transaction database with 342 transactions and each transaction contains several items.Results on Running Time
In the TCM research, commercial software such as SPSS Clementine is prevailing in which the classic Apriori algorithm is used to data mining. As a comparison, we ran our Bi-Eclat algorithm on PC with the same environment shown above. Meanwhile, the same different min_sup values are selected in the two algorithms according to the experience on the syndrome and clinical diagnosis.
Without any doubt, the Bi-Eclat algorithm wins with overwhelming advantages in the performance of running time(shown in Fig.8) . In shorter time, it successfully analyzed 342 prescriptions, the frequency of each herb and association rules among the herbs were computed, 17 core combinations and 5 new prescriptions were mined out from the database. 
A. Mining Uncertain Data from Incomplete Prescriptions
Considering the results of the two frequent itemset algorithms, both figure out merely 17 core combinations and 5 new prescriptions in 342 prescriptions. It is unacceptable for us to receive the distinct "sparse" frequent itemsets in an obvious dense database. Furthermore, it is not in lines with the currently known Chinese medical formula or the clinical treatment in practice. Taking into account potential error and loss in the historical prescriptions, it is difficult for existing traditional data tools such as SPSS Clementine to find out all the really existed combination principles and core combinations of herds in prescriptions because of their limitations on component organization.
In order to make a remedy on this defect, we introduced different weights on the potential frequent items in the transaction database which may be lost due to unknown reasons [18] . The weights determined by frequent itemsets mined and the experience gained in clinical diagnosis. By relaxing the support definition, we use Bi-Eclat algorithm for a fault-tolerant item set mining in incomplete transaction database of prescriptions [19] . The results show that 32 core combinations and 13 new prescriptions were mined out from the database.
So Bi-Eclat algorithm demonstrated its efficiency and effectiveness in the application of prescriptions analysis of TCM.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper, with the observation that support count plays an important role in frequent item mining, we proposed a conjecture on support count and proved it on 1-item-extension of itemsets. Then we extended it to kitem-extension of itemsets with similar proof. Furthermore an improved algorithm is presented based on the traditional Eclat algorithm. The new Bi-Eclat algorithm sorts in descending order according to the frequencies in transaction cache while use ascending order of support during support count. Compared with Eclat algorithm, the results of experiments show that the improved algorithm gains better performance on several databases given. We applied the algorithm into composing principles of prescriptions for Hepatitis B, and proved its efficiency and effectiveness in practical usefulness.
In this article, we have assumed that transaction database and tid-list will fit in main memory. However, it is regrettable that the assumption does not hold in massive datasets [20] and online mining of frequent itemsets [21] which will stress the available main memory. In the future research, we will make effort to improve the frequent itemset algorithm in massive datasets. Then utilize and develop these studies into emerging applications such as frequent itemset mining in massive database of TCM.
Though much work has been done with related data mining software, we still face the problem that the transaction database to analyze is imperfect in many applications [22] [23] . It is a challenge to perform serviceobjected frequent itemset mining in these applications. In the future research, we will also concentrate on faulttolerant item set mining [24] , and explore new ways to improve service-objected frequent itemset mining in imperfect database.
